
Level 5 | Digital Citizenship | Course Introduction

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Standards: ISTE 1.1.a

Vocabulary  

a machine used to work with informationComputer

to change something very much or completelyRevolutionize

using the internet to be mean, either by sending messages or posting pictures or 
videos that are unkindCyberbullying

a person who responsibly participates in using the internet and other technologyDigital citizen

a person who actively uses the Internet especially in a proper and responsible 
wayNetizen

someone who makes change happen by inspiring and influencing othersChange agent

Review:  

1. Ask students to reflect on what they know about computers or technology and what they would  

like to know. Have them write quietly or share with a partner, then open up to a class discussion. 

2. Class Contract Handout



Level 5 | Week 1 | Digital Citizenship  | Digital Citizens

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Think, Pair, Share: Imagine that you have to explain 

how to be a good digital citizen to a neighbor or family member who is a few years younger 

than you. What are the most important things you would tell them? How would you explain 

why those things are important so that they can understand? Have students act out, explain, 

or write their responses. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.b

Weekly Question: What does it take to be a good digital citizen?

Vocabulary  

someone who analyzes and evaluates facts and evidence to form a judgmentCritical thinker

a person who lives in a certain place and belongs to that communityCitizen

a right or benefit that is only given to a certain person, group, or social classPrivilege

a failure to understand something correctlyMisunderstanding

the level of respect with which a person is thought of by othersReputation

to give for a purposeContribute

to respond to one another in a social situationInteract

things that a person is or should be morally or legally allowed to have, get, or doRights



Level 5 | Week 2 | Digital Literacy | Ones and Zeros

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Ones and Zeroes Activity; Ones and Zeroes 

Homework

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d, 1.5.d

Weekly Question: What is the binary system?

Vocabulary  

a counting system that uses ten digitsBase-ten system

a system of measurement or currency in which the basic units increase by 
powers of 10Decimal system

a thing that represents or stands for something elseSymbol

the path on which electricity flowsCircuit

short for binary digit, the smallest unit of data in a computerBit

eight bits grouped togetherByte

a system in which information can be expressed by combinations of the digits 0 
and 1Binary system



Level 5 | Week 3 | Digital Literacy | How Computers Work 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d, 1.5.d

Weekly Question: How do computers work?

Vocabulary  

any information or data sent to a computer for processingInput

a place where power or information leaves a systemOutput

the path on which electricity flowsCircuit

(Central Processing Unit) the brain of the computerCPU

a coding system using the binary digits 0 and 1 to represent a letter, digit, or 
other character in a computer or other electronic device Binary

the information that computers work with, like pictures, numbers, words, or 
soundsData

a part or an element of a larger wholeComponent

a set of instructions that manages all of the hardware and software in a 
computerOperating system

(Basic Input Output System) a set of computer instructions which control input 
and output operationsBIOS

a very small area that lights up on a screenPixel

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students use the Define or Draw Vocab 

Template for at least 4 of the vocabulary words this week. 



Level 5 | Week 4 | Digital Citizenship | Stay Safe Online 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d, 1.2.b

Weekly Question: How can we stay safe online?

Vocabulary  

identifying things specific to you like your photo, home address, email address, 
school, or phone numberPrivate information

computer software created to cause harm to a computer or computer networkMalware

a code added to a computer program that can attach itself to and seriously 
damage other programsVirus

to consider good or rightApprove

someone who uses computers to get data they aren’t allowed to haveHacker

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: If your school has a safety policy or an online safety 

policy, review it with your students. Then have students pair up and discuss how the school 

safety policy is similar or different from the tips they learned in the Stay Safe Online video 

and reading this week. 



Level 5 | Week 5 | Digital Citizenship | Be A Creator 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Put students into groups and instruct them to design 

their own social media passion project using the following steps: 

1. Identify a cause that they are passionate about. 

2. Choose a social media platform to launch the project.  

3. Think about the kind of audience(s) they would like to attract and engage. 

4. Write down specific ways that followers can support their project. 

5. Research and collect sources and information about the cause. 

6. Develop creative ways to share research with their online audience. 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c

Weekly Question: How can we use the internet to create and inspire?  

Vocabulary  

able to be trusted to do what is right, expected, or neededResponsible

result or outcomeConsequence

to leave out or keep outExclude

all of the information on the internet about youDigital footprint

short for “web log”, an online journal that can be read by anyoneBlog



Level 5 | Week 6 | Digital Literacy | Touchpad Tricks 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 4

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d

Weekly Question: What are some ways we can use a touchpad?

Vocabulary  

a movement of part of the body, especially a hand or the head, to express an idea 
or meaningGesture

to move up, down, left, or rightScroll

to move something by clicking, holding, and moving the pointer using a mouse or 
touchpadDrag and drop

to choose an item by clicking on itSelect

part of a computer that lets you move the pointer with your fingerTouchpad

a movement with your finger(s) on a touchpad to perform an actionTouchpad gesture

to press the right buttonRight-click

Suggested In-class Extension Activity:   Instruct students to create a T-chart listing the pros 

and cons of using a touchpad compared to a mouse. Ask them to include examples of the 

tips they learned in the video/reading. 



Level 5 | Week 7 | Digital Literacy | History of Computers 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Using the information from the History of Computers 

video and reading, ask students to create a timeline of events in the history of computers, 

including dates and relevant details. 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d

Weekly Question: How have computers changed over time? 

Vocabulary  

a device used to amplify or switch electronic signals and electrical powerTransistor

a solid crystal substance that can sometimes conduct electricity and other times 
does not Semiconductor

an object put onto a small piece of material such as silicon that allows the flow 
of electricityIntegrated circuit

(Graphical User Interface) a system of windows, pictures, and buttons that can 
be clicked on to use the different programs and files in a computerGUI

(User Interface) a way for a user to interact with the computer using a screenUI

pictures or images on the screen of a computer, television, etc.Graphic

a tube containing absolutely nothing, not even air, that allows the free passage of 
electricityVacuum tube



Level 5 | Week 8 | Digital Citizenship | Digital Footprint

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: A Great Debate: Randomly assign half the class to be 

for tracking services and the other half to be against tracking services. Allow some time for 

groups to discuss how companies’ use of digital footprints is helpful or harmful and then 

hold a class debate. You or a student may keep track of points made by each side on a board 

or anchor chart. After the debate, ask students to discuss their own genuine opinions about 

this issue. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.a, 1.2.b, 1.2.d

Weekly Question: How can we manage our digital footprint? 

Vocabulary  

all of the information on the internet about youDigital footprint

against the law or rulesIllegal

a service used to see people and objects on the moveTracking service

a small piece of data sent from a website and stored on the user’s computer by 
the user’s web browserCookie

personal and not to be sharedPrivate



Level 5 | Week 9 | Digital Literacy | Internal Parts of a Computer 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c, 1.1.d

Weekly Question: Why is it important to know the internal parts of a computer?

Vocabulary  

(Random Access Memory) a device that stores data for a very short time for the 
computer to process the dataRAM

the main drive of a computer where files and folders are storedHard drive

a device in a computer that controls the images shown on screenVideo card

a small plastic card that makes the sound from the computer sound betterSound card

(Universal Serial Bus) a port or connection used to connect many external 
devices to the computerUSB

(Central Processing Unit) the brain of the computerCPU

the board that all of the internal parts of a computer are connected toMotherboard

a small plastic card that connects a computer to a network or the InternetNetwork card

a tray or slot where you put a CD or DVD to play on the computerCD DVD drive

a way to improve or upgrade certain parts of the computerExpansion card

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students brainstorm internal and external parts 

of a computer using the BINGO Template. Be sure to remind students to fill in the words at 

random so everyone’s card looks different. Other computer-related terms may be used as 

well if more words are needed to fill the card. Once all the BINGO cards are complete, 

students may play BINGO as a class. 



Level 5 | Week 10 | Digital Literacy | Hardware and Software 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity:  Think, Pair, Share: Challenge students to name as 

many pieces of software as they can that they use regularly. What do those pieces of 

software do? What hardware components do you think they need? 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d

Weekly Question: What is the difference between computer hardware and software? 

Vocabulary  

a set of instructions that does a particular job in the computerProgram

the programs that manage the computer itselfSystem software

a program that is made for a person to perform a certain task
Application 

software

the parts of a computer you can see and touchHardware

the files, programs, and applications on a computerSoftware



Level 5 | Week 11 | Digital Citizenship | Take a Break, Get Active!

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity:  Put students together in small groups. Ask each 

group to brainstorm 1-minute, 5-minute, and 15-minute break ideas. They can then share 

their lists with the class. Which break ideas appeal to them the most? Which do they think 

they will use? 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d, 1.3.d, 1.7.c

Weekly Question: Why is it important to take breaks from screens? 

Vocabulary  

working your body to stay healthyExercise

achy; painfulSore

not too much and not too littleModeration



Level 5 | Week 12 | Digital Literacy | Operating Systems 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 4

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d

Weekly Question: What is an operating system?

Vocabulary  

a set of instructions that manages all of the hardware and software in a 
computerOperating system

(Graphical User Interface) a system of windows, pictures, and buttons that can 
be clicked on to use the different programs and files in a computerGUI

home screen or first landing page with icons and a menu barDesktop

part of operating system that keeps track of the status of each project the 
computer is working on Process manager

gives memory space to programs that need it and frees up space when it canMemory manager

monitors every device to find the most efficient way to distribute resourcesDevice manager

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students use the Define or Draw Vocab 

Template for at least 4 of the vocabulary words this week. 



Level 5 | Week 13 | Digital Literacy | Memory and Storage? 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Use the Venn Diagram Template to have students 

compare “Hard Disk Drives” and “Solid State Drives”.

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d

Weekly Question: What are computer memory and storage?

Vocabulary  

(Random Access Memory) a device that stores data for a very short time for the 
computer to process the dataRAM

short for binary digit, the smallest unit of data in a computerBit

eight bits grouped togetherByte

a unit of computer information equal to about 1,000 bytesKilobyte

a unit of computer information equal to about 1,000 kilobytesMegabyte

a unit of computer information equal to about 1,000 megabytesGigabyte



Level 5 | Week 14 | Digital Literacy | Keyboard Magic 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Keyboard Magic Labeling Activity 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d

Weekly Question: How can we use keyboard shortcuts?

Vocabulary  

the keys located at the top of the keyboard that perform certain tasks when used 
in combination with other keysFunction keys

a combination of keys pressed in a certain order to perform a certain taskKeyboard shortcut

start over; reloadRefresh



Level 5 | Week 15 | Digital Literacy | Files and Folders 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Files and Folders Sorting Activity

Standards: ISTE 1.1.b, 1.1.d, 1.2.d

Weekly Question: How can computer files and folders help us stay organized? 

Vocabulary  

an object on a computer that stores informationFile

a storage space where files and other folders can be kept and organizedFolder

the main drive of a computer where files and folders are storedHard drive

a storage device that can store files and foldersDrive

letters after the period in a file name which tell the computer what kind of file it isFile extension

a place on the computer or network where files and folders are storedDirectory

the way that files and folders are organized on a computerFile structure

a folder within another folderSubfolder

a symbol on the keyboard to create visual spacing between characters which 
looks like underlining where there isn’t any textUnderscore



Level 5 | Week 16 | Digital Literacy | Intro to Google for Education 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Ask students to create a T-chart to brainstorm pros 

and cons of using certain Google for Education programs. What can they do about any of the 

cons they come up with? Is there another program they can use or an offline solution?  

Standards: ISTE 1.1.d, 1.6.a

Weekly Question: How can we create different kinds of files for school assignments and for fun? 

Vocabulary  

a free online program for schools offered by Google that lets teachers assign 
and grade assignmentsClassroom

a free online word processor offered by GoogleDocs

a free email service offered by GoogleGmail

a free online presentation program offered by GoogleSlides

a free online, shareable calendar developed by GoogleGoogle Calendar

an integrated suite of secure, cloud-native collaboration and productivity apps
Google for 

Education

a free online file storage program developed by GoogleGoogle Drive



Level 5 | Week 17 | Digital Literacy | Writing and Formatting a Document 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: In groups, pairs, or individually, have students browse 

the templates in Google Docs and choose one that interests them to try out. They can write 

about something they are learning in class, or another topic they are interested in. Have 

students share their finished documents.  

Standards: ISTE 1.4.b

Weekly Question: How can formatting help us with assignments and projects?

Vocabulary  

a computer file containing data entered by a userDocument

to cause (something, such as text or an icon) to be displayed in a way that 
stands out on an electronic screenHighlight

letters and wordsText

to work with another person or group to achieve somethingCollaborate

general plan of organization and arrangementFormat

always in the same way Consistent



Level 5 | Week 18 | Digital Literacy | Creating Digital Drawings 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Standards: ISTE 1.4.b

Weekly Question: How can we create digital drawings? 

Vocabulary  

a row of icons on a computer screen that tallow you to do various things when 
you are using a particular programToolbar

to cause (something, such as text or an icon) to be displayed in a way that 
stands out on an electronic screenHighlight

a row of menu titles that, when clicked, show dropdown menus of other items or 
commandsMenu bar

a list of choices that appears on a computer screen when a button or word is 
clickedDrop-down menu

the quality that makes it possible to see through somethingTransparency

a specific colorHue

to arrange things so that they form a line or are in proper positionAlign

to change the sizeResize

to move and organize (things) into a particular order or positionArrange

in software programs, to associate objects in order to edit them togetherGroup

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: In groups or pairs, students use Google Drawings to 

create a drawing of extreme weather conditions. It may be abstract or representational. Ask 

them to use at least 5 of the techniques in the video/reading. Optional: ask them to write a 

step-by-step tutorial for creating their drawing.



Level 5 | Week 19 | Digital Literacy | Creating a Presentation 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Standards: ISTE 1.4.b

Weekly Question: How can we create a simple but effective presentation? 

Vocabulary  

a section of a page that allows a user to enter textText box

to put inInsert

a single page of a presentationSlide

to support or emphasize an ideaReinforce

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: In groups or pairs, students create a presentation in 

Google Slides about something they are learning in class or something of personal interest. 

Ask them to think about what they actually show on the slides vs. what they will say as they 

present. Ask students to provide thoughtful critique for each other’s presentations. Optional: 

ask them to write a step-by-step tutorial for creating their presentation in Google Slides. 



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 20 | Digital Literacy | Simple Spreadsheets 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Ask students to design a short survey to give their 

classmates. Questions should have numerical answers, such as surveying how many pets 

everyone has. Once they have collected their data, students create a simple spreadsheet and 

practice filtering their data, applying formulas, and formatting to showcase their data. Ask 

students to share something interesting or surprising that their data set shows. 

Standards: ISTE 1.4.b

Weekly Question: How can we create and use spreadsheets? 

Vocabulary  

a rectangular space where a column and a row intersectCell

a group of printed or written items (such as numbers or words) shown one under 
the other down a pageColumn

a line of words, numbers, pictures, etc. going straight acrossRow

text at the top of each page of a documentHeader

arrange data in alphabetical or numerical order, such as in a spreadsheetSort

in spreadsheet software, an equation that makes calculations based on the data 
in your spreadsheetFormula

choose to see only certain rows in a spreadsheetFilter

a document that has columns and rows which are used to calculate numbers 
and organize informationSpreadsheet



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 21 | Digital Literacy | What is the Internet? 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c, 1.1.d, 1.2.c, 1.3.a, 1.5.d

Weekly Question: What is the internet?

Vocabulary  

a page that is on the World Wide Web; a webpageWebsite

done over the internetOnline

a way of sharing information on networksWorld Wide Web

two or more computers connected togetherNetwork

the global computer network providing information and communicationInternet

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Instruct students to create a T-chart listing the pros 

and cons of using the internet. Afterwards, ask students to share and compare ideas. 



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 22 | Digital Literacy | How the Internet Works 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students use the Compare and Contrast 

Template to compare “URLs” and “IP Addresses”. 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c, 1.1.d, 1.3.a, 1.5.d

Weekly Question: How does the internet work?

Vocabulary  

the information that computers work with, like pictures, numbers, words, or 
soundsData

a small piece of dataPacket

(HyperText Transfer Protocol) the way that information is arranged and sent on 
the World Wide WebHTTP

a computer that is connected directly to the InternetServer

Internet Service Provider (ex. AT&T, Comcast, Spectrum, Verizon)ISP

a set of rules used in programming computers so that they can communicate 
with each otherProtocol

a computer that connects to serversClient

Internet Protocol (as in IP address)IP

(Domain Name System) the way a domain name is translated into an IP addressDNS

(Uniform Resource Locator) the address of a web pageURL



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 23 | Digital Literacy | Sending an Email 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students use the Venn Diagram Template to 

compare “Email” and “Text Messaging”. 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.a, 1.1.d, 1.6.a

Weekly Question: How can we use email responsibly?  

Vocabulary  

junk email messages sent to a lot of people at once to try to sell something or 
harm people’s computersSpam

letters and numbers that identify where to send an electronic message over the 
internetEmail address

a list where incoming email messages are storedInbox

a summary of what an email is aboutSubject

a response to the sender of an email and all others who were sent the original 
emailReply all

resending an email possibly to a different address, moving the email “forward”Forward

a response to the sender of an emailReply

a computer file such as a document or image sent in an emailAttachment

an email that hasn’t been sent yetDraft

(cc) additional email addresses an email is sent toCarbon copy



Level 5 | Week 24 | Digital Literacy | Cloud Computing 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students fill out the Vocab Graphic Organizer 

Template using the term “Cloud Computing”.

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c, 1.1.d, 1.2.c, 1.3.a, 1.5.d

Weekly Question: What is cloud computing? 

Vocabulary  

an organization, company, or system that provides something to the publicService

a diagram of all the components of a computer network or the internetNetwork map

using applications or services at least partly based onlineCloud computing



Level 5 | Week 25 | Digital Literacy | Using the Internet for HW and Research 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students use printed materials at the school 

library or local library to research information about a topic that interests them. Then, ask 

them to do research online about the same subject. Discuss how the information they found 

and the research process differed when using printed materials versus using the internet. 

Standards: ISTE 1.3.b

Weekly Question: How can we make sure that our research is reliable? 

Vocabulary  

having no mistakes or errorsAccurate

(Uniform Resource Locator) the address of a web pageURL

the address where Internet users can find websites and identify computers on 
the InternetDomain name

the book, website, or place where your information originally came fromSource

credit given to the person who came up with an ideaCitation



Level 5 | Week 26 | Digital Citizenship | Creative Credit 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Creative Credit Is This Plagiarism? Activity 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.b, 1.2.c

Weekly Question: How can we avoid plagiarism? 

Vocabulary  

in the exact same wordsWord-for-word

claiming someone else’s work or ideas as your own without giving them creditPlagiarism

the book, website, or place where your information originally came fromSource

to express the same idea in different wordsParaphrase

a list of all sources usedBibliography

listing the author’s name and the date they wrote something in order to give 
creditCiting



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 27 | Digital Citizenship | Can I Trust This Website?

Suggested In-class Extension Activity:  Divide students into groups and instruct them to 

use a Website Evaluation Form to evaluate a website. Have them present the attributes of 

safe and unsafe websites afterwards as a class. Optional: Ask your students to try the 

website safety tool located at https://scanurl.net. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.b, 1.3.b

Weekly Question: How can we tell if a website is safe and trustworthy?  

Vocabulary  

a code added to a computer program that can attach itself to and seriously 
damage other programsVirus

short for advertisements; notices of things for saleAds

a window that comes up suddenly on the computer screenPop-up

junk email messages sent to a lot of people at once to try to sell something or 
harm people’s computersSpam

a dishonest way to make money by deceiving peopleScam

recorded information about a person like name, email address, or phone number
Personal 

information



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 28 | Digital Citizenship | Spotting Fake News 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Think, pair, share: Have you or someone you know 

ever fallen for fake news? How did the truth come out? What can you do to prevent this from 

happening in the future? 

Standards: ISTE 1.3.a, 1.3.b, 1.3.c, 1.3.d

Weekly Question: How can we tell if information we find online is real or fake?

Vocabulary  

news or stories created to misinform or deceive readers on purposeFake news

deserving of belief; trustworthyCredible

based on truth, fact, or logicValid

investigate an issue in order to make sure the facts are trueFact-check

false information that is intended to misleadDisinformation

a person or thing that uses somethingConsumer

to carefully judge the value or condition of somethingEvaluate

a way of thinking about and understanding somethingPerspective

already-formed opinions, that may not be fair, for or against someone or 
somethingBiases



Level 5 | Week 29 | Digital Citizenship | Misleading Infographics 

edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Ask students to experiment with graphing software 

(such as Google Sheets) to explore how changing the parts of a graph affects the results. 

Ask them to try changing the interval in a bar or line graph, choosing to start a bar or line 

graph at zero or another value, or changing the multiple represented by a single pictograph 

symbol. Example scenario: Provide students with fictitious test scores. Have students display 

the data to appear more beneficial to students, and then less beneficial. How did they 

manipulate the presentation for each situation? 

Standards: ISTE 1.3.b

Weekly Question: How can we think critically about data presentations? 

Vocabulary  

analysis and evaluation of facts and evidence to form a judgment without biasCritical thinking

the information that computers work with, like pictures, numbers, words, or 
soundsData

a general course, direction, or tendencyTrend

to change the natural, normal, or original shape, appearance, or sound of 
something, sometimes in a way that is not pleasant or attractiveDistort

relating to a subject in an appropriate wayRelevant

to tamper with or adjust to one’s own advantageManipulate



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 30 | Digital Citizenship | Beware of Phishers 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity:  Using the tips from the Beware of Phishers video/

reading, have student groups plan and write a public service announcement video about 

phishing. Afterward, they may act it out, or record it and play it for the class. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.d

Weekly Question: What is phishing?

Vocabulary  

against the law or rulesIllegal

recorded information about a person like name, email address, or phone number
Personal  

information

computer software created to cause harm to a computer or computer networkMalware

a harmful program that copies itself onto a computer and can break the 
computer by damaging its programs and filesComputer virus

an illegal attempt to steal personal information such as usernames, passwords 
and credit card details by disguising oneself as a trustworthy friend, company, or 
electronic communication

Phishing

intended to harmMalicious

a dishonest way to make money by deceiving peopleScam

causing questions or doubtSuspicious



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 31 | Digital Citizenship | Advertisers and Online Shopping

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students create a list of products that they 

would like to purchase online. Ask them to compare prices, ratings, and reviews of each 

product using three different online stores. Have them discuss their findings in small groups 

and then report to the class. Focus on any surprise findings and the ways in which this 

process of finding information can be helpful. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.d

Weekly Question: What are some ways that we can practice caution when shopping online?

Vocabulary  

a person or company that presents something as good in order to win people’s 
business or supportAdvertiser

an evaluation of worth or rankRating

not too much and not too littleModeration

working in a way that gets results, without wasting time or effortEfficient

making someone believe something that is not trueDeceptive

a person or thing that uses somethingConsumer



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 32 | Digital Citizenship | How Social Media Platforms Make Money 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Think, Pair, Share: Imagine a good friend of yours 

starts following an influencer online and can’t stop talking about how great they are and 

how they are going to buy some of the expensive things the influencer promotes. How 

would you respond to your friend? What are some things you would caution them about? 

Standards: ISTE 1.5.d

Weekly Question: How do social media platforms make money?

Vocabulary  

an upgrade that you can add to your account for a fee to improve the services 
being offered and your experience as a user

Premium 

subscription

a computer software engineer who builds and tests applications for computers 
and mobile phonesDeveloper

a person or company that invests or puts money into use for the purpose of 
making more money in the futureInvestor

a person or company that presents something as good in order to win people’s 
business or supportAdvertiser



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 33 | Digital Citizenship | Passwords 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Are These Strong Passwords Handout 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.a

Weekly Question: How and why do we create strong passwords?

Vocabulary  

sign on to a computer or account using a username and passwordLog in

an identification used by a person to access a computer, network, or online 
serviceUsername

a secret word or phrase that must be used to gain access to a computer system 
or servicePassword

someone who uses computers to get data they aren’t allowed to haveHacker

chosen or done without a plan or patternRandom



edclub | Digital Citizenship | Level 5

Level 5 | Week 34 | Digital Citizenship | Creating Accounts & Keeping them Safe 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students analyze the privacy pages of at least 

two sites where they have an account or would like to have an account, such as a social 

media platform, email, or gaming site. Discuss which features they think would be most 

helpful in keeping them safe. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.d

Weekly Question: How can we keep our online accounts and information safe?

Vocabulary  

being attentive, aware, or carefulMindful

an online presence or profile that you are usually required to create and register 
for such as email or social media platformsAccount

the state of being away from public attentionPrivacy
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Level 5 | Week 35 | Digital Citizenship | Netiquette 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Have students use the Venn Diagram Template to 

compare “Etiquette” and “Netiquette”.

Standards: ISTE 1.2.c

Weekly Question: How can we practice good netiquette?

Vocabulary  

rules for good behavior and mannersEtiquette

rules about proper and polite online communicationNetiquette

a general set of rules or course to be followedGuidelines
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Level 5 | Week 36 | Digital Citizenship | T.H.I.N.K. Before You Share 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: T.H.I.N.K. Before You Share Activity

Standards: ISTE 1.2.a, 1.2.b, 1.2.c

Weekly Question: How can we decide what to share online?

Vocabulary  

absolutely neededNecessary

an object, action, or sum of money that improves someone’s lifeBenefit

influencing someone to do something by stirring the emotionsInspiring



Level 5 | Week 37 | Digital Citizenship | Sit Straight, Be Healthy
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Suggested In-class Extension Activity:  Have students sit across from each other and 

pretend as though they are in a fancy restaurant. Remind them to be mindful of sitting 

straight, having their feet flat on the floor, and looking across the “table” at their companion. 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c,  1.1.d, 1.2.c, 1.3.a, 1.5.d

Weekly Question: How can good posture keep us feeling happy and healthy? 

Vocabulary  

the way in which your body is positioned when you are sitting or standingPosture

the ability to give your attention or thought to a single activityConcentration

to float in the air above somethingHealthy
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Level 5 | Week 38 | Digital Citizenship | Online Communities & Communication 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Divide the class in half. Ask one half to brainstorm 

situations where they feel in-person communication would be better, and the other half to 

brainstorm situations where online communication would be better. Bring both groups back 

together to discuss their ideas. Do they all agree on which situations would be better in-

person or online? What was the reasoning behind categorizing the situations? Are there any 

situations that overlapped between the two groups? 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.b

Weekly Question: How is online communication different from offline communication?

Vocabulary  

a small digital picture used to express an idea, emotion, etc., such as a smiley 
faceEmoji

a group of people who depend on one another and may live in the same area or 
share common goals, interests, or beliefsCommunity

websites and applications that let users create and share pictures, videos, texts, 
or ideas with one anotherSocial media

expressing your thoughts to someone elseCommunication
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Level 5 | Week 39 | Digital Citizenship | Recognizing Hurtful Language Online 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Think, Pair, Share: In what ways can words and 

symbols project hate? Why can hateful words be just as hurtful as physical violence? If you 

think you’ve offended someone, how should you handle it? 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.a, 1.2.b, 1.2.c, 1.2.d, 1.3.b, 1.7.c

Weekly Question: How can we recognize and avoid using harmful language online?

Vocabulary  

an often unfair and untrue belief that many people have about all people or 
things with a particular characteristicStereotype

having an unknown name or identityAnonymous

done by accidentUnintentionally

rules about proper and polite online communicationNetiquette

a statement or action that directly or unintentionally discriminates against a 
member of a minority groupMicroaggression

making cruel, hostile, or negative statements about someone based on their 
race, religion, national origin, disability, age, gender, or sexual orientationHate speech
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Level 5 | Week 40 | Digital Citizenship | Be Kind: Online & Offline 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity: Use the Vocab Graphic Organizer Template for the 

word “Considerate”. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.a, 1.2.b

Weekly Question: Why should we be considerate to others both online and offline?

Vocabulary  

an icon or figure representing a particular person in video games, Internet 
forums, etc.Avatar

using the internet to be mean, either by sending messages or posting pictures or 
videos that are unkindCyberbullying

all upper case lettersCAPS

careful not to harm or inconvenience othersConsiderate

not thinking about the rights and feelings of other people; not considerateInconsiderate
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Level 5 | Week 41 | Digital Citizenship | See a Cyberbully? 

Suggested In-class Extension Activity:  Have students work in groups to create a 

presentation that discusses the harmful effects of cyberbullying and ways to respond. 

Students can decide on their preferred method of delivery: documentary/video, poster, skit, 

music, dance, interviews, etc. Accuracy and creativity are key components of this activity. 

Groups will present their final projects to their teacher and classmates once completed. 

Standards: ISTE 1.2.b

Weekly Question: How can we help prevent or stop cyberbullying?

Vocabulary  

using harmful or unfair languageAbusive

a person who bullies or harasses another using electronic meansCyberbully

anyone who witnesses bullying, either in person or online, but does nothing to 
stop itBystander

to prevent a person from contacting you or accessing your online profileBlock

flag or notify of inappropriate content on social media platformsReport

to trouble or bother again and againHarass
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Level 5 | Digital Citizenship | Course Conclusion 
 

Standards: ISTE 1.1.c, 1.2.c

Review:  

Ask students to reflect on what they have learned. What have we learned about computers 

and technology? What surprised them the most? What do they remember best? How does 

their knowledge of technology now compare to their knowledge when they first began the 

course? Ask students to write quietly or share with a partner, then open up to a class 

discussion.


